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Adaptive Search Radius for BitTorrent Swarms
Ricardo Leitão

Abstract—Peer-to-Peer systems are responsible for a large fraction of the traffic generated on the Internet, affecting other applications
and incurring in high costs for Internet Service Providers. One of those systems, BitTorrent, is widely used worldwide, causing a
continuous flow of traffic, translating in the congestion of Internet links.
In an effort to restrict the reach (localize) of the traffic generated by P2P systems to reduce the load on the network links, many
experiments and studies have been done to discover the best ways to achieve locality in P2P systems. Having peers connecting to the
closest peers causes fewer links to be traversed and, therefore, lightens the congestion in those links.
This article describes the research done concerning locality in BitTorrent and the work that was done to take an existing locality
algorithm for the eDonkey/eMule protocol, Adaptive Search Radius (ASR), and make it compatible with the BitTorrent protocol.
The algorithm was implemented as a plugin for Vuze and tested in a real world environment. The test results show that it is possible for
ASR to lower the average distance between peers by 2 hops while having the possibility of making downloads faster.

Index Terms—Peer-to-Peer, BitTorrent, Locality, Adaptive Search Radius, Vuze.
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1 INTRODUCTION

P EER -to-Peer (P2P) applications are one of the most
used types of applications on the Internet. P2P systems

provide a variety of services, such as media streaming,
voice-over IP and file sharing (FS), where media streaming
and file sharing systems are widely used worldwide, being
responsible for a great amount of the traffic on the Internet.
Ipoque conducted a study in 2009 that shows that P2P was
the protocol that generated the most traffic on the Internet
worldwide [20], surpassing even Hypertext Transfer Proto-
col (HTTP). It also shows that BitTorrent was the most used
P2P protocol.

By browsing torrent sites it is safe to assume that most
of the traffic generated by using this protocol is due to
distributing copyrighted content, be it music, movies, televi-
sion shows, games, etc. To reduce the illegal distribution of
this content many solutions have become available over the
past few years which offer these contents, with the approval
of their owners, in exchange, for example, for a monthly
subscription. According to a study done by Sandvine about
the network traffic during the peak period (i.e. the period
of the day when the majority of Internet users are online
at the same time) of the second half of 2014 [19], these
solutions have been slowly becoming more popular and that
has caused BitTorrent to stop being the most used when it
comes to content distribution. This is more noticeable for
the traffic in North America, as they have Netflix and Hulu,
which are video streaming services that offer their users
the possibility of watching shows and movies on-demand.
Nevertheless, the study shows that BitTorrent is still widely
used and, as such, is still one of the main sources of Internet
Traffic.

BitTorrent generates significant amounts of traffic and
P2P applications don’t usually consider network topology.
Given these facts, there are two important aspects to con-
sider. On one hand there is the download times perceived
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by users, on the other hand the generated traffic incurs
high costs for Internet Service Providers (ISPs), especially on
inter-ISP connections. Also because most of the distributed
content is of illegal nature, ISPs are reluctant to work on
a solution to allow a better use of this protocol on their
networks. Instead, in most cases, ISPs control P2P traffic,
by limiting or even blocking P2P communication to other
ISPs. This, however, is problematic for the users as their
download rates become significantly lower and also affects
users who are distributing legal content, as there is no way
to distinguish the contents at the network level.

Given these problems, researchers of the field have been
trying to find a trade-off between the user perceived down-
load time and the amount of inter-ISP connections. One
solution is the notion of locality in P2P systems. Locality
means that when communication between two peers occurs,
they should be as close as possible (according to some dis-
tance metric). However, P2P communications should not be
too localized as the number of peers available will inevitably
decrease, causing user perceived download time to increase.
For the past decade, many studies have been done and
many solutions tested with the objective of localizing as
much as possible the traffic generated by P2P [9] [14]. More
importantly, many of these solutions focus on the BitTorrent
protocol and some of them even offer the possibility of
being used by the users on their favorite BitTorrent client
[4]. Aggarwal et al. [2] suggest ISPs take an active role in
providing the means to implement a solution which meet
the ISPs’ and its subscribers’ interests, however this causes
privacy concerns and, therefore, it requires mutual trust
between ISPs and users.

So, when devising a solution for this problem it has to be
taken into account that ISPs will take none or minimal part
in supporting them and as such the best solutions are the
ones based on the BitTorrent client itself or on the trackers
that establish the connections between peers.

This article focuses on one particular localization algo-
rithm. Adaptive Search Radius [15] is a client based peer se-
lection algorithm designed to work with the eMule protocol.
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eMule and BitTorrent are both P2P based protocols, however
they are very different from each other, and as BitTorrent
is widely more used than eMule, it is a natural process to
change the algorithm to be able to work with the BitTorrent
protocol. In order to promote the usage of the algorithm
there has to be a way to convince users of BitTorrent to
go through all the trouble of inserting the algorithm into
their clients. One way to do that is to get rid of that process
and have the users install it in the simplest way possible
without requiring much effort. Therefore, the objective was
to implement the algorithm in a popular BitTorrent client,
via plugin, while keeping the same characteristics of the
original algorithm.

The plugin was created for Vuze, a popular BitTorrent
client, and is able to do all the work inherent to this algo-
rithm without changing the client. The plugin was tested
in a real world environment to evaluate the performance
of ASR when used with the BitTorrent protocol. These tests
showed that it is possible to achieve locality using ASR and
that most of the time the user perceived download time is
lowered when using it.

2 RELATED WORK

Since the creation of BitTorrent, and as it became more
popular, a great amount of research has been done to
explore traffic locality in BitTorrent systems. Locality can
be achieved with the help of ISPs, as they provide useful
information about the peers in their networks and filter
out distant peers from the lists sent by trackers, by using
a modified tracker, to calculate which peers are close to one
another and using that information when selecting the lists
of peers to send, and by changing BitTorrent clients, to find
out themselves which peers are closest.

This section describes some of the research done con-
cerning locality in P2P systems (covering ISP based,
Tracker/Server based and Client based studies and algo-
rithms).

2.1 ISP based solutions

Biased Neighbor Selection tries to limit inter-ISP traffic. [3]
For this, the authors propose two approaches: modifying
the tracker to limit the inter-ISP connections during the peer
selection phase of BitTorrent, and using P2P shaping devices
close to ISPs to modify the responses from a tracker to a peer,
by changing outside peers with internal peers. They con-
clude that Biased Neighbor Selection greatly reduces inter-
ISP traffic and can be combined with bandwidth limiting
and caching to further improve performance.

Xie et al. proposed P4P, a framework to enable explicit
cooperation between P2P and network providers. [26] The
objective is to provide a special tracker to the network
providers, be it ISPs, university campus networks or vir-
tual service providers. This tracker, called iTracker, contains
information about the network in which it is installed to
provide applications with useful information about the net-
work topology and, therefore, contribute to a better usage
of the network by the applications. Through simulation
and experiments using the PlanetLab testbed, the authors
concluded that P4P can significantly improve application

performance and provide efficiency, being a possible next
step for P2P systems.

Seedorf et al. proposed a standardization for a protocol
to enable P2P applications to obtain information regarding
network layer topology [21], by using and external ser-
vice that applications can query to obtain such informa-
tion and optimize traffic at the application level. It uses
an Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) Service
Discovery that the client can contact in order to discover
which ALTO server that has the information needed by
the client is the best to contact and receive the information
required to perform traffic optimizations or which peers are
the best to connect to.

2.2 Tracker/Server based solutions
Li et al. propose UTAPS [12], an algorithm that uses locality
based on Round Trip Time(RTT) and Hop count. Each time
a peer joins a tracker, the tracker uses Traceroute to get
information about that peer, namely the IP address, RTT and
hop count and infer a network topology. Then every time a
peer requests peers for a certain file, the tracker calculates
which peers are nearby and returns those to the requesting
peer. The authors concluded, with the results of an experi-
mental evaluation, that this algorithm performs better than
the random peer selection algorithm in BitTorrent systems.

Fernando et al. modified a tracker in order to collect
information about the peers connecting to that tracker. [8] It
collects information by using traceroute and dig, tools present
in most Operating Systems, and a global database which has
information about registered Internet resources and can be
queried with the WHOIS protocol. With this information
the tracker follows a certain criteria to deliver to requesting
peers a set of peers that are, preferably, in the same ISP.
Through their experiment in the PlanetLab testbed, the au-
thors proved that this solution not only helped in decreasing
inter-ISP traffic but also improves download and upload
rates. This approach has a drawback as some firewalls
can block traceroute, preventing the tracker from obtaining
information about some networks.

2.3 Client based solutions
Choffnes et al. proposed a technique for obtaining traffic
locality without the need of having information about the
Internet topology. [4] It uses Content Distribution Networks
(CDNs), as these networks already collect the information
necessary for peer selection, and assumes that if two peers
have similar redirection paths then those peers are probably
near each other, and possibly belong to the same ISP, re-
ducing inter-ISP traffic. Although CDNs work as an oracle
for this technique, since it is something that already exists
and collects information, no new infrastructure is needed.
It was made available through a plugin called ONO for the
Azureus (now called Vuze) BitTorrent client and as of the
date of the article it was being used by over 120,000 users.

The algorithm this article focuses on, Adaptive Search
Radius, uses network hops to define a radius and chooses
the peers inside that radius to download pieces from. [15]
It was created to work with the eDonkey/eMule protocol
but is suited to work with other P2P protocols, such as
BitTorrent. Simulations done with the algorithm prove that
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it effectively decreases the average download time as well
as the traffic generated over the network, by localizing the
traffic instead of having it spread out through the network.
The authors also concluded that complementing the al-
gorithm with Biased Neighbor Selection further improves
those results. not uploading, keeping the balance between
locality and fairness.

Ranjan et al. proposed Dynamic Peer Selection [16].
This algorithm works in a reverse way, i.e. instead of a
peer selecting which peers it connects to based on locality,
it chooses which peers to unchoke. It uses hop distance
and average upload rates to compute an optimal radius,
focusing not only on locality but also on not defeating the
purpose of BitTorrent’s choking algorithm, which is to choke
peers that are note uploading (free riding). The authors eval-
uated their algorithm via a simulation and concluded that
traffic is localized while better balancing the load between
Internet links. Also that peers that were uploading at higher
rates were the ones getting better download rates.

3 ADAPTIVE SEARCH RADIUS

Adaptive Search Radius is a peer selection algorithm de-
signed for the eDonkey/eMule protocol, although it can be
adapted to work with other P2P file sharing applications.
The algorithm defines a search radius with the purpose of
restraining the client from downloading from topologically
distant peers.

This radius, measured in network hops, is dynamically
adjusted, otherwise, if the radius was constant during the
whole download, it would have a severe negative impact
on the download time as it would have less peers to connect
to. To adjust this radius, the algorithm uses a metric called
file availability, which is defined as the number of peers,
within the current radius, sharing the rarest files part not
yet downloaded. The algorithm starts with a large enough
radius so that the client can contact a large number of peers
to discover which parts are shared by each peer. After that,
file availability is calculated and two thresholds are defined
for the radius: MinAvailability, the minimum number of
sources for each file copy, and MaxAvailability, the maximum
number of possible peers to contact. Each time the radius is
computed it takes into account this two thresholds and does
the following:

• If file availability is greater than MaxAvailability, the
search radius is decreased by one hop, as long as file
availability is greater than MinAvailability.

• If file availability is less than MinAvailability and
all peers within the radius have been contacted, the
search radius is increased by one hop.

ASR limits the distance to the peers that the client can
download from, but not the distance to the peers the client
can upload to, as it would greatly increase the time required
for a solitary peer to begin downloading a file.

As mentioned earlier the search radius is measured in
network hops, more specifically IP hops, which is easily
determined by the client without adding overhead and is
directly related with the network topology. To determine
the distance between peers, two methods are suggested.
The first one is to perform a UDP ping to an unused port

on the other peer. The peer then responds with an ICMP
Destination Unreachable message. The distance is given by
the difference between the Time to Live (TTL) value of the
ping packet and the TTL value contained in the received
ICMP message.

The second method makes use of the default TTL value
of the different operating systems (either 64 or 128) and uses
Eq. (1) to determine the distance, where ttl is the TTL in the
TCP SYN packet received during the TCP handshake. This
second method has no overhead but requires the use of TCP
packet capture mechanism (like libpcap) in order to capture
and read the TCP SYN packets.

hop_distance =

{
64− ttl + 1 if ttl ≤ 64

128− ttl + 1 if ttl > 64
(1)

4 IMPLEMENTATION

To use the plugin in Vuze there are three essential compo-
nents: the plugin API, a properties file for the plugin and a
jar with the compiled plugin code. The plugin API is a col-
lection of interfaces written in Java with the purpose of man-
aging the various aspects of Vuze (downloads, peers, net-
working, etc) and performing actions when certain events
occur, Managers and Listeners respectively. This allows for
a plugin developer to override certain actions Vuze would
normally do when, for example, a download is added. The
property file has information about the plugin Vuze uses to
recognize and execute the plugins. The required info in this
file is: an ID for the plugin, a name, a version and the class
that runs the plugin. On startup Vuze will check the plugin
folders, if the properties file and the compiled plugin code
are present, Vuze activates the plugin and runs the class
specified in the properties file.

Fig. 1 presents the system’s architecture. The plugin
implements the Managers and Listeners from the API in order
to interact with Vuze and perform the necessary tasks to
introduce locality when downloading.

The plugin has 3 modules:

• ASR - As the name indicates this is the algorithm im-
plementation module. This module can be switched
off to have the plugin running without using ASR
but still calculate distances and log events (gathering
information to compare with ASR runs).

• Distance Calculation - This is the module that uses
JNetPcap to analyze packets and calculate the dis-
tances to peers. It passes that information to the ASR
module.

• Logging - This is a module for testing purposes. It
logs all the relevant events that happen when the
plugin is activated.

To run the plugin, Vuze executes a Main class (specified
in the properties file). This class implements the Plugin
interface from the API and has only one method called
initialize. This method receives an instance of PluginInterface
which allows access to almost all of Vuze functionality. In
this case the important functionality to use is the ability
to control downloads. This is done by retrieving Vuze’s
Download Manager and adding a listener to it. This listener
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the system’s architecture

implements the DownloadManagerListener interface and has
two methods, downloadAdded and downloadRemoved. As the
method names suggest, this listener detects when down-
loads are added and removed from Vuze’s download queue.
These methods receive an instance of Download which pro-
vides access to functionalities that directly influence the
download, like starting/stopping, checking its state, obtain
all its information and its respective torrent information,
obtain its Peer Manager, which allows the control over
which peers are connected to share that download, etc. This
listener is also responsible for creating the instances of the
other modules. It also adds two listeners to the download,
a DownloadListener and a PeerManagerListener. The first one
detects changes in the download’s state.

The PeerManagerListener detects peer related events.
This listener is responsible for detecting when a peer is
added/removed from the download and log that informa-
tion. Using this listener to gather this information makes it
possible to analyze if the plugin is working correctly as it
is possible to see that it is adding peers that are within the
radius and removing the ones that are not.

When a download is added, an ASR object is created.
This object will stay on standby until the download enters
the Downloading state. When that happens, ASR starts on a
loop until the download is either finished or stopped. In this
loop it first starts by gathering information about the peers
returned by a Tracker announce1 and from peers requesting
a connection. The IP address and Port of each of these peers
are saved on a HashMap. This information is necessary to
be able to connect to those peers later. The algorithm then
performs the availability and search radius calculations.

There was the problem of obtaining enough peers for the
algorithm to work more effectively. In eMule it is possible
to obtain information of everyone sharing the same file. In
BitTorrent however, the Tracker doesn’t return information
on all of the peers. This means that at the beggining there is
a low amount of peers reachable, lowering the probability of
finding the closest peers. The plugin API allows to request
announces from the Tracker before the minimum interval
of time has passed, but abusing this can cause the Tracker
to block the IP address as it can interpret the requests as a

1. Announce: The process of declaring a client to the Tracker and
requesting a list of peers from that Tracker

Denial of Service (DoS) attack. The solution found for this
problem is to request announce on the first 3 iterations of
the loop. This number is acceptable as it is unlikely to cause
an IP address block, due to being so low. Through testing
it was found to be able to get information on 150 to 180
different peers and thus achieve a lower search radius.

When all the calculations are done a connection is then
requested to the peers that are inside the search radius and
the peers that are connected but outside the radius have
the connection terminated. This is done by obtaining the
download’s Peer Manager and adding the peer details to
the list of peers. When a peer is added, Vuze will do the
necessary steps to establish a connection. After filtering the
peers and until the connections limit is reached, peers whose
distance hasn’t been discovered yet are added to the list
so that a connection can be tried and therefore obtain the
distance to those peers.

Obtaining these distances requires the Distance Calcula-
tion module. As said before, this module uses JNetPcap to
read TCP headers and obtain TTL values. To start packet
capture a Network Interface has to be assigned for the cap-
ture. JNetPcap offers the option of listening to all interfaces,
which in this case is the best option as it allows for packet
capture to work on different machines without having to
manually specify the interface. However, analyzing all the
packets for all the interfaces would be time consuming and
would delay obtaining distances from new peers. To avoid
that, a filter is set to analyze only TCP Handshake packets.
Figure 2 shows the filter used to accomplish this. “tcp[13]”
gives access to the flag field in the TCP header. The flag
field is a 6 bit field that represents what flags are set for
the packet. There are 6 more bits reserved for 6 more flags
making a total of 12 flags but to capture handshake packets,
only the 6 bits of the flag field are needed.

After this setup, packets start being captured and ana-
lyzed. The packets are accessed and the header is read to
retrieve the TTL value. That value is then used to calculate
the distance in hops. During testing however some of the
TTL values were above 128. After some research I learned
that some systems use the maximum TTL value of 255, for
example sunOS and the Cisco 2950 switch2. So in order to
try and more precisely obtaining distances, equation 2 is

2. http://noahdavids.org/self_published/TTL_values.html
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“tcp[13] == 2 or tcp[13] == 16 or tcp[13] == 18”

Fig. 2. TCP Handshake filter

used to calculate the distance for these systems.

hop_distance =


64− ttl + 1 if ttl ≤ 64

128− ttl + 1 if 64 < ttl ≤ 128

255− ttl + 1 if ttl > 128

(2)

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Tests Objectives

In order to determine if the algorithm is working as in-
tended, it was necessary to evaluate it. This evaluation was
performed in a real world environment, as a simulation
based evaluation would provide a scenario which is a
simplification of reality. Also, the conclusions taken from
a simulation based evaluation can be less reliable than the
ones taken from a real world environment evaluation. It also
allows for assumptions to be made about how it would
impact the users, who are affected by the unpredictability
of Internet communication.

As for the more algorithm specific objectives, this evalua-
tion can be used to prove that the client is indeed connecting
to the closest peers and sharing with those peers, how it be-
haves in different conditions, namely the impact of different
seeder/leecher ratios and the periods of high/low Internet
traffic, and the difference in user perceived download times
when comparing the use of ASR to not using it.

5.2 Test environment

The testing phase was done on a Virtual Machine (VM),
running on a server. Table 1 shows the specifications of that
server. The VM was running a clean installation of Ubuntu
14.04 LTS (64-bit), with 4GB of RAM, a dynamic virtual
disk with up to 40GB, and using a bridged internet con-
nection. It was also configured to receive Remote Desktop
Connections in order to access the VM remotely. The client
used for these tests was Vuze 5.6.0.0 installed only with
its basic components and the developed ASR plugin. The
Java version used to run Vuze and the plugin was Java SE
Runtime Environment (build 1.8.0_40-b25).

5.3 Test 1: Determination of the best availability thresh-
olds

5.3.1 Scenario
This first test was done in order to determine which mi-
nAvailability and MaxAvailability values are the ones most
suitable to run the algorithm. These values are important as
they determine when the search radius should be updated
depending on the rarest piece’s availability.

The method used was to alternate between using and
not using ASR when downloading the file and incrementing
by 1 the minAvailability value and by 2 the maxAvailability
value, starting at 3 and 6 respectively. Two instances of
this test were run as the first instance indicated that higher
availability threshold values than the ones tested on that

instance could possibly deliver better results. The first test
consists of 60 downloads not using ASR and 60 downloads
using ASR, 10 for each pair of values from 3/6 to 8/16,
for a total of 120 downloads. The second one consists of 90
downloads not using ASR and 90 downloads using ASR, 10
for each pair of values from 3/6 to 11/22, for a total of 180
downloads. The torrent used for these tests was “debian-
8.0.0-i386-DVD-3.iso”, with a size of 4.68 GB.

5.3.2 Results
We start by analysing wether the goal of locality was
achieved. The first graphs are histograms of the average
downloaded bytes grouped by distance. These graphs are
obtained by grouping the downloaded bytes of each run by
distance and then calculating the average for the totality of
the runs.

On the first instance of this test (Fig. 3) more than 3 GB
of the torrent were, on average, downloaded from peers at a
distance lower than 13 hops with ASR, while Vuze without
ASR downloaded, roughly, the same amount of data from
peers up to 18 hops of distance. The graph proves that ASR
was in fact implementing locality in these downloads.
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Fig. 3. Bytes transfered by distance (test 1)

The same happened in the second instance of the test
(Fig. 4). This time it was even better as almost 3.5 GB of
the data was downloaded in that same interval with ASR,
as opposed to non-ASR runs, were only approximately 1.1
GB of data was downloaded from peers at a distance lower
than 13 hops.

An important criteria for BitTorrent users is the down-
load time. Even though the objective of using ASR is to
download from the closest peers, it is important to achieve
that objective while trying to not increase user perceived
download times. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the
download times obtained during the evaluation.

The next graph (Fig. 5) shows the average download
time of ASR for all the availability pairs and the average
download time when not using ASR. It is obtained by
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Server Specifications
Server Supermicro SuperServer 6027R-72RF
CPU 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2640V2, LGA 2011, 2.0GHz, 8C/16T
RAM 8 x DDR3 REG16G-1600DDR3, 16GB, DDR3-1600, Registered ECC, memory

Network 2 x Intel Corporation I350 Gigabit Network Connection (rev 01)

Disks 2x SAMSUNG SSD 840 PRO 256GB SATA III
4x WESTERN DIGITAL 3TB SATA III 64MB RED

TABLE 1
Testing server specifications
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Fig. 4. Bytes transfered by distance (test 2)

processing the download times gathered during the test,
grouping them into the corresponding availability and cal-
culating their average. The 5th and 95th percentile is also
calculated for each availability pair and for the non-ASR
runs.

By analyzing the graph, the first insatnce of the test
seemed promising as the difference between no ASR times
and ASR times was not a big one for most availability
values, even though they were slightly worse. The graph
also shows that higher values may get better results as the
average time is decreasing when the values are increasing
(values 8/16 was, in average only 20 seconds slower than
not using ASR).
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Fig. 5. Average times with 5th and 95th percentile (test 1)

For the second instance, Fig. 6 shows that indeed the
times for higher values are better, however comparing the
graphs the second test was much worse than the first one
(the best availability values are in average around 200 sec-
onds slower than not using ASR). One possible explanation
for this event is that the first test was done about 3 weeks
after the torrent’s release while the second one was done
after one and a half month, causing the torrent to have a
larger number of seeders and since ASR limits the peers the
client downloads from, there may be better peers (higher
upload rates) that are outside the radius and therefore are
not selected to download.
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Fig. 6. Average times with 5th and 95th percentile (test 2)

To see if the tests should be done with higher availability
values, we analyzed the average distance, weighted by
downloaded bytes, achieved for each availability pair. Fig.
7 shows the result of that analysis. By using higher avail-
ability pairs there is a possiblity that download times are
better, however, the average distance grows, defeating the
objective of downloading from the closest peers. Therefore,
we decided not to go much higher on the availability values
for the next tests.

These tests showed that locality was achieved in BitTor-
rent with ASR. The downloads were done by connecting
to the nearest peers which is the main objective of the
algorithm. They also allowed to take some conclusions
about the availability thresholds which are important for the
next tests. Concerning download times, they were slightly
worse when using ASR. Further testing had to be done to
determine possible causes for this behavior.
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pair

5.4 Test 2: Week long test
5.4.1 Scenario
This test has the objective of evaluating how ASR performs
throughout the day. It also served as a way to perform a
high number of downloads and gather data in order to get
more reliable results. The availability thresholds used for
this test were 11 for the minimum availability and 22 for the
maximum availability as these were the values that obtained
better results in the previous test.

The test ran for an entire week, starting on a Mon-
day (29/06/2015) at 00:00 hours and finishing on Sunday
(05/07/2015) at 23:59 hours (only allowing the ongoing
download to complete and stopping the test). In total 906
downloads were done, 453 without ASR and 453 with ASR.
The torrent used for these tests was “debian-8.0.0-i386-DVD-
3.iso”, with a size of 4.68 GB.

5.4.2 Results
The first graph (Fig. 8) which shows that most of the
downloaded data comes from between 11 and 16 hops of
distance when using ASR, the majority being downloaded
from peers at a distance of 15 hops. Not using ASR caused
the majority of the data to be downloaded from 12 to 19
hops of distance.

The next graph compares the download times between
the runs with ASR and the ones without. This graph is
made by ordering the download times from the lowest to
the highest

By analyzing the results of the previous tests, it was
expected that, using the same torrent, the download times
would be slightly worse. Fig. 9 shows that around 330
downloads (approximately 73%) using ASR were slightly
faster. However the other 23% of the downloads with ASR
were considerably slower.

Fig. 10 shows the average download times during the
day. These times were grouped by the hour of the day at
which the download finished and the average calculated in
order to compare ASR and non-ASR runs in an attempt to
identify possible causes as to why some downloads were
very slow. From 10 to 19 hours, download times are signifi-
cantly higher. This happens because the amount of Internet
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traffic during this time is higher. However, downloads using
ASR are significantly slower than downloads not using
ASR. One possible explanation for this event is that period
being one of high internet traffic in Europe which makes
the connections slower. When not using ASR, Vuze tries to
share data with the best peers managing to get peers that
are not affected by this intensity of traffic, which ASR will
not connect to since they are probably outside of the radius.

In order to see if these periods of high intensity of the
internet traffic were having any influence on the search
radius of ASR, the data was grouped by the finishing time,
the peers that shared data and their corresponding distance
identified and a weighted average applied to that data.

Fig. 11 shows the results of applying this average. Even
though the previous graph shows that ASR was worse
during the work hours of the day, that same period had
no impact on the distance from where the torrent was being
downloaded, averaging a distance between 14 and 15 hops
throughout the whole day, 2 hops less than non-ASR runs.

One of the objectives of localizing the traffic is that when
downloading from closer peers higher download rates are
achieved. In order to check if that is the case a scattergraph
of the maximum download rates achieved by the peers
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Fig. 11. Weighted average of the average download hop distance
(weighted by downloaded bytes) per hour

in terms of distance was created. The dashed line on the
graph is the linear regression given by Eq. 3. The regression
line allows for a better understanding of the relationship
between the distance and the observed download rates. Due
to the graph using a logarithmic scale on the y axis the
regression appears as a curve instead of a straight line.

f(hops) = −283.365 ∗ hops+ 7214.46 (3)

Fig. 12 shows that the farther a peer is the lower the
download rates become. The sudden plunge in the regres-
sion is once again due to the fact that the y axis is on a
logarithmic scale and since there are very few values above
25 hops compared to before 25 hops. Still, the regression
is very indicative of what happens to the download rates
when the distance grows.

5.5 Test 3: Multiple torrents test with variable availabil-
ity thresholds

5.5.1 Scenario
Since the previous tests showed that ASR was completing
downloads slower than not using it, some more testing
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had to be done to identify the cause of such behaviour.
This test was done to check if that behaviour is torrent
specific or if this is the general behaviour when dealing
with high seeder/leecher ratio torrents. The test consists in
running consecutive downloads during a whole week using
variable availability, as in test 1, but using multiple torrents
instead of only one. This test not only has the purpose
of once again comparing the performance of the normal
BitTorrent protocol and ASR but also to better understand
what availability thresholds are ideal for the algorithm.

The test ran for an entire week, starting on a Mon-
day (17/08/2015) at 00:00 hours and finishing on Sunday
(23/08/2015) at 23:59 hours (only allowing the ongoing
cycle to complete and stopping the test). A cycle consists of
1 download not using ASR and 1 download for each pair of
availability values from 3/6 to 12/24 using the same torrent,
for all torrents.

5.5.2 Results

Fig. 13 shows that most of the data was downloaded
between 9 and 15 hops with ASR, the best value being
approximately 900 MB from peers at a distance of 13 hops,
while not using ASR has the quantity of downloaded data
more spread out until 22 hops.

Comparing the results of this test with the previous ones
they were certainly better. The average download times
were better in 7 of the 10 pairs of availability values, with the
pair 10/20 being the one with the best average download
time (Fig. 14). As expected higher values only perform better
until a certain point as the pairs after 10/20 were already
getting closer to the average time achieved by not using
ASR.

The values of 10/20 for the availability thresholds
achieved the best average download times when using ASR.
This is also true for the majority of the torrents, as shown in
Fig. 15. The most considerable difference in times was with
the openSUSE torrent, being on average 150 seconds faster
when using ASR. Only three of the torrents were slower
using ASR, linuxmint cinnamon and ubuntu server with a
difference lower than 10 seconds and ubuntu desktop with
a difference of 25 seconds.
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Fig. 15. Average times of torrents for the availability pair 10/20

Still comparing the torrents it is interesting to see what
was the average distance of the peers from where data was
downloaded. So the data was grouped by torrent and the av-
erage distance (weighted by downloaded bytes) calculated.

Analyzing the graph (Fig. 16), as expected, ASR runs had

a better average distance than non-ASR runs. However the
torrent linuxmint cinnamon, the torrent with more seeders,
went farther than it was expected as having that many
seeders should have resulted in a lower average distance.
Even so the results were very good as even the torrents that
were slightly worse in terms of download time were being
downloaded from nearby peers. The best result is for the
openSUSE torrent with an average distance difference of 4
hops.
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availability pairs

6 CONCLUSION

Even with the decrease of BitTorrent use over the globe,
studies show that this protocol is still one of the main
generators of traffic on the Internet. Having a constant flow
of traffic on Internet links not only reduces the performance
of other Internet based applications but also incurs in heavy
costs for ISPs as it consumes resources on expensive inter-
ISP links.

In order to mitigate these problems, many researchers
started looking into locality in P2P systems, in an effort
to localize the traffic generated and reduce the amount of
traffic that crosses ISPs. By localizing the traffic generated
by BitTorrent clients the data links become less congested al-
lowing for a more fluid and faster communication between
not only P2P applications but other Internet applications.

For that purpose, Adaptive Search Radius was created,
being an algorithm that relies only on the client and inde-
pendent of tracker and/or ISP implementation. Through a
simulation based evaluation it was proven that ASR can
introduce locality in eMule.

This project focused on taking ASR and porting it to
BitTorrent as it is a widely more used protocol than eMule.
By using Vuze as the BitTorrent client, a plugin was devel-
oped that uses the algorithm and forces the client to localize
the traffic generated by the downloads. Through real world
experiments, it was proven that it is a viable algorithm
to localize traffic generated by this protocol, reducing the
distance from where torrents are downloaded, in average,
by 2 hops.

The results also show that downloads can be finished
faster when using ASR. When it is slower, the results show
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that the difference between download times are, on average,
of just a few seconds. It was also possible to determine
possible causes for the slower downloads such as the differ-
ence between the number of seeders and leechers or certain
periods of the day when the network is more congested.

Even though the algorithm was evaluated using only
legal torrents, these are not the type of torrents that are
most downloaded. In our opinion, it is possible that torrents
that are not copyright free can deliver even better results
not only in terms of locality but also in terms of download
times.

Finally, using ASR to localize traffic using Internet hops
can decrease the number of inter-ISP connections, lowering
the costs for ISPs and creating the possibility that ISPs have
a less controlling approach concerning P2P systems.

All things considered, this project was a success as the
main objective, localizing the traffic, was fulfilled, making
Adaptive Search Radius a viable solution to localize traffic
in BitTorrent systems.

7 FUTURE WORK

Although the algorithm successfully localizes traffic, there
are still some improvements that can be made to the algo-
rithm to make it more effective.

At the moment, having the radius updating based on
the availability of the rarest piece cause ASR to connect to
distant peers to download pieces that might be available
nearby. To avoid this, one possible solution is to have
more than one radius, e.g. one for rare pieces and one for
common pieces. This way the more common pieces can
be downloaded from the minimum distance possible while
searching for more far away peers from whom the rarest
pieces can downloaded quickly.

During evaluation, a problem regarding seeder/leecher
ratio was identified in which this ratio influenced the down-
load times of torrents. However the results were inconclu-
sive regarding this fact. To better understand this problem
the algorithm can be tested using the PlanetLab testbed,
where this ratio can be controlled allowing for tests to be
conducted to analyze how the ratios influence ASR.

It would also be interesting to use other metrics as dis-
tance measures. For example, using RTT between peers can
not only be indicative of how close the peers are from each
other but also of the speed between those peers. Or using
Internet hops in conjunction with download and uplaod
rates to select the fastest and closest peers. Using other
metrics can be further improvements to the algorithm.
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